
Fret-Free Diagonal Quilts 
 

Do you love the look of diagonal quilts but shudder just thinking about 
sewing those “long” diagonal rows together???  Well, this falls under the 
“why didn’t I think of this before category”….and maybe you did but here’s 
what I figured out.  I have a horizontal row set quilt that I decided I would 
rather it be a diagonal set quilt.  I set the square quilt on the design wall “on 
point” and started laying some blocks in the spaces where I need to fill 
in….Talk about having a ‘duh” moment!  Looking at that square quilt 
surrounded by the other blocks needed to make it become a diagonal quilt, it 
dawned on me that I could easily tackle “any” diagonal set quilt by breaking 
those diagonal rows into 4 corner sections and a “square” middle section.  
Lay the blocks out on a design wall and divide the quilt so that the center is 
sewn as a horizontal/square set quilt and then each corner is sewn as separate 
units…then sew these corner units to the horizontal center unit!  There are 
still some diagonal rows to be sewn, but not those “long” ones that we all 
hate working with.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Take a look at these pictures and 
see what you think.  The first 
picture shows the whole quilt laid 
out.  The center unit that should be 
sewn first is outlined.  Instead of 
looking at that center as sewing 
diagonal rows, you will sew the 
blocks together as horizontal rows. 
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In this picture, you can see the 2 
corner units outlined.  These are 
sewn next and then attached to 
the square center quilt. 

 
 
 
Here, you can see the last 2 
corners that are sewn together 
and attached to the quilt.  Do you 
think this is easier than sewing all 
those long rows?  I do! 
 
Please don’t tell me you knew 
how to do this for years and 
years.  Let me enjoy my bubble a 
little while longer.  ☺ 
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